Quantal synaptic transmission in phrenic motor nucleus.
1. The quantal nature of excitatory synaptic transmission was studied in respiratory interneurons and phrenic motoneurons of intact neonatal rat brain stem-spinal cord preparations in vitro. Synaptic currents were recorded with whole-cell patch-clamp recording techniques. 2. Because the most important factor for quantal detection is the ratio of quantal size to quantal standard deviation, factors that influence this ratio were evaluated so that experimental techniques that enhance this ratio could be defined. 3. Under favorable conditions, we directly observed quantal amplitude fluctuations in spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in spinal cord respiratory neurons. The quantal conductance size was 55-100 pS. With fast decay of these EPSCs, the charge reaching the soma for a single quantum is only approximately 15 fC (Vh = -80 mV). 4. We also studied miniature EPSC amplitude distributions. These were skewed, as previously reported; however, distinct quantal intervals were observed. Furthermore, in three cells tested, the quantal size in the miniature EPSC amplitude distribution was similar to the quantal size in the spontaneous EPSC amplitude distribution. 5. We conclude that excitatory synaptic transmission in the mammalian spinal cord is quantal and that the apparent skewness of miniature EPSC distributions results from summation of events with multiple quantal peak amplitudes.